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AUSTRIA AS A PLACE FOR RESEARCH
AND TECHNOLOGY
Numerous measures have been put
in place in Austria with the main aim
of promoting the close relationship
between business and research. The
objective is to move Austria forward
into the group of Europe’s most innovative countries. Companies and research institutes will benefit equally
from this increased cooperation.

With research and development accounting for nearly three percent of the
country’s economic output (GDP), Austria is performing well above the EU and
OECD average. But it needs more than just high level investments. Numerous
structural reforms have paved the way to growth in the area of research expenditure: milestones have been reached with the development of the universities
of applied sciences sector in the mid-1990s, the reform of the study system
(Bologna Process) and the granting of autonomy to universities. The system of
research funding was reformed, and important new funding programmes and
tax concessions for research activities introduced. The non-university research
institutes were also reorganised, and means for funding application-based research (business-oriented research) were increased. Various measures were
implemented to signiicantly expand the collaboration between science and
business, competence centres were set up – such as within the framework of
the research funding programme COMET – and research headquarters were
established.

‘MATURE’, MODERN INNOVATION SYSTEM
The joint efforts are bearing fruit: today, Austria boasts several universities
and non-university institutes with an international reputation and an excellent scientiic output. The number of scientiic publications has been signiicantly increased; Austrian researchers are also very active internationally,
evidenced, for example, by their highly successful participation in the EU research framework programme.
The achievements of the active research policy are visible: for example, Austria’s patent activities since 2000 have seen above-average growth and are – in
proportion to its number of inhabitants – clearly above EU average. At 56 percent, the share of innovative companies is also far above the European average. Small and medium-sized companies in particular have been set on the
path of innovation through a custom-tailored funding programme.

SMART RESEARCH INCENTIVES
Austria’s economic policy has long since recognised the huge signiicance of
entrepreneurial innovation and has constantly sought to promote innovative
entrepreneurial performance with the appropriate support tools. The proportion of companies that enjoy innovation-speciic funding is higher in Austria
than in all other EU Member States. The collaboration between science and
business has been strongly expanded in recent years. There has also been a
sharp rise both in the earnings from research and development work that the
universities generated for clients and joint venture partners from the world of
business, and in the number of spin-off foundations from universities.
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UNIVERSITIES, UNIVERSITIES OF APPLIED SCIENCE,
NON-UNIVERSITY RESEARCH INSTITUTES

Knowledge is the resource
of the future. That is why Austria is
investing in qualifying its young
people: in terms of investment per
pupil and university student across
their entire educational career,
Austria is among the top countries
in the OECD ranking.

There are currently 22 state universities in Austria (including six universities of
the Arts and three technical universities), 21 universities of applied sciences
and 13 private universities – with a total of around 350,000 students (2013). The
range of study programmes at Austrian universities has doubled in the past ten
years and has recently been producing around 40,000 graduates per year. In
terms of investment per pupil and university student across their entire educational career, Austria ranks fourth in the OECD. Austria has not only a wide
range of study programmes, but also of different types of educational institutions. The University of Vienna is the oldest institution (founded in 1365); the
Institute of Science and Technology (IST Austria) is the newest addition to the
wide range of educational institutions and has been active since 2009. Austria’s
universities are also an important hub for attracting elite foreign talent: the
number of foreign students commencing their studies in Austria has risen by
40 percent in the past ive years. Austrian Agency for International Cooperation
in Education and Research (Österreichische Austauschdienst – OeAD), a hub
for international cooperation and mobility, ensures that the transfer of talent is
reciprocal. Domestic universities are also strongly advancing internationalisation in the ield of research: this is impressively demonstrated by above-average participation in the EU funding framework programme, with Austria ranking ifth in the success rate of the prestigious ERC grants. Austrian scientists
are amongst the world’s elite in numerous areas, such as quantum physics,
mathematics and medicine, as well as in the humanities and the social sciences.

NON-UNIVERSITY RESEARCH INSTITUTES:
FROM PRINCIPLES TO APPLIED RESEARCH
The Austrian Academy of Sciences (ÖAW) has more than 1,100 employees. Its
main focus is on space research, basic biomedical research, as well as topics
in the ields of history, socioeconomics and cultural science.
The AIT Austrian Institute of Technology is Austria’s biggest non-university
research facility, and is dedicated to topics of the future, such as energy, mobility, the security of critical infrastructure, health and the environment as well as
innovation and sustainability research.
Joanneum Research, with over 450 employees, is also an important provider of
innovation and technology with a focus on applied research in the areas of
materials analysis, health, information and communication technologies, resources, as well as economic and innovation research.
For over 20 years, there has also been the Christian Doppler Gesellschaft
(CDG), which establishes laboratories primarily at universities. Under the
leadership of highly qualiied scientists, these laboratories are used by research groups in cooperation with business partners to work on answers to
business-related research issues.
The network of Austrian Cooperative Research (ACR) is a cooperating group of
around 20 business-oriented research institutes. With around 600 employees,
they processed and completed over 25,000 assignments in 2011.

Business

LOCATION:
AUSTRIA
Austria not only has a rich cultural
history, but is also one of the
world‘s leading locations for business and research, as regularly
confirmed by numerous international rankings. This is because
specialists appreciate the innovative capacity, inherent stability
and above all the high quality of
life in the heart of Europe.

Austria is one of the most successful countries in the European Union. Those
who live and work here enjoy the lowest unemployment rate and above-average purchasing power. The country is an ideal location for companies since it
offers a highly developed infrastructure, social stability and individual safety, as
well having the third-highest productivity rate per employee in the EU. Over the
past ten years, Austria’s economic growth has been constantly above the Eurozone average; mainly due to a large number of dynamic small and mediumsized enterprises as well as an industrial sector that is able to compete internationally.
Austria is one of the safest and most reliable countries in the world, which
means that internationally active companies can rely on extremely high levels
of political and economic stability. The well-proven and successful social partnership between employer and employee representatives has secured Austria
not only a leading position in terms of productivity (0.8 strike days per 1,000
employees), but also a low unemployment rate and moderate wage policies.
With regard to company productivity, Austria is in the top group of the highly
developed countries. In addition, the domestic economy is also supported by a
business-friendly tax system with a uniform corporate tax rate of 25 percent.
The effective tax burden in Vienna is lower than in London, Madrid, Brussels,
Milan or Luxembourg. Additionally, internationally active companies, under
certain conditions, can be offset foreign losses against tax within the scope of
so-called group taxation.

EXCELLENT QUALITY OF LIFE
Austria meets all the requirements of the highly-qualiied by offering an unspoilt natural environment, good air quality, a diverse culture scene, and a high
quality of life. Combined they make Austria a wonderful place to stay and Vienna
one of the most liveable cities in the world.
Future-oriented environmental policy, a high proportion of renewable energies,
a pronounced environmental awareness and ecologically compatible production technologies have turned Austria into an environmental role model.

PEOPLE AS A SUCCESS FACTOR
The most important capital of Austrian companies is its well-trained, highly
motivated staff. The basis for this is a pragmatic educational system, which is
aligned to the needs of the economy such as dual vocational training for young
adults, which operates in parallel in apprenticeships and vocational schools. In
addition, for all technical disciplines, Higher Technical Colleges (HTC) offer
highly qualiied training courses that are frequently equivalent to international
Bachelor levels. Also, in the university sector, Austria has a differentiated system of 22 public universities, 21 universities of applied sciences and 13 private universities.

HUB FOR EUROPE
Very early on, Austrian companies successfully crossed borders and invested in
Central and Eastern Europe. Nowadays, Austria is recognised globally as the
number one location for building business relations with Eastern and South
Eastern Europe. With 300 international company headquarters, Austria is far
ahead of competing locations such as Poland, Slovakia, the Czech Republic, and
Hungary.
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COMPANIES & SUCCESSFUL PRODUCTS
The Austrian business landscape is
characterised by innovative small
and medium-sized enterprises, by
dynamic growth in company set-ups,
and by rising direct investments.
In the past 15 years, more than
400,000 companies have been founded – and the number is increasing.

The most important Austrian industrial
sectors include: metal production and processing, the chemical industry, mechanical
engineering, the electrical and electronics
industries, vehicles and transport as well
as the food industry. There is a particularly
high proportion of innovative companies
not only in the classic technology industries of EDP and electrotechnology/optics,
but also in the chemical and pharmaceutical industry, in mechanical engineering
and in the vehicle industry. In the service
sector, which has a slightly lower overall
proportion of innovative companies, the IT
and telecommunications industry is of
special importance.
The mechanical and plant engineering and
metal products sector generates around
EUR 33.5 billion (2011) or nearly a quarter
of the entire production value in the manufacture of material goods. Around 1,900
businesses are heavily export-oriented
and belong to one of the most active industries, with investments of roughly EUR 500
million in research and development.
Large iinnovative mechanical engineering
companies include the Voestalpine steel
group as well Andritz, Liebherr, Plasser &
Theurer, GE Jenbacher, Doppelmayer, and
Palinger.

INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGIES
FOR LIFE AND HEALTH QUALITY
The electrical and electronics industry comprises around 225 companies with
about 60,000 employees and a production value of around EUR 12.8 billion
(2011). Around one third of the total industrial budget on research and development comes from this sector.
Highly specialised companies such as Inineon, Alcatel, Siemens, Sony, austriamicrosystems, NXP Semiconductor and SEZ operate important research and
production sites in Austria.
Austrian companies are also present on the world market in the ield of mechatronics, the fusion of mechanical engineering, electronics and information
technology. This sector comprises around 6,900 businesses with above-average innovation expenditure.
One of the most important industrial sectors is the chemical industry with a
share of around twelve percent. Most companies operate in the areas of plastics and pharmaceuticals. These include, for example, Borealis, one of the
world’s leading plastics producers, and the Engel Group, a leading mechanical
engineering company. Also amongst the prominent representatives of the
chemical industry in Austria are Henkel, situated in Vienna, and the branch ofice of the pharmaceutical company Sandoz in Tyrol, one of the world’s most
important manufacturers of antibiotics. The extent of investments made by
foreign companies in Austria demonstrates the dynamism of the location:
Austrian biotech companies secured major contracts with global companies
such as GlaxoSmithKline. The US group Baxter bundled its research activities
in Austria, while the German pharmaceutical company Boehringer Ingelheim
invested more than EUR 170 million in Vienna. Companies such as Sandoz, Eli
Lilly and Roche also produce and research in Austria.

MAKING CONTACTS – ONLINE AND IN PERSON
In the information and communication technology (ICT) sector, Austria is in
the upper midield on an international scale.
ICT also occupies an important place in (non-) university research, both at the
technical universities and universities of applied sciences, as well as in the AIT
Austrian Institute of Technology, in the Softwarepark Hagenberg or in the many
competence centres. Outstanding companies in the sector are: Frequentis,
global market leader for airport security technology, Inineon, developer and
manufacturer of power electronics, AT&S, leading manufacturer of printed circuit boards for mobile telephones, and Kapsch, an innovative provider of trafic
telematics systems.
Energy technology is another Austrian export hit: Two out of three biomass
boilers installed in Germany come from Austria, and 79 percent of all thermal
collectors go into export. With a turnover of EUR 490 million (2010) and around
1.3 million m2 of manufactured collector surface, Austria is amongst the biggest producing countries in Europe.
The Alpine republic has also developed into an important location for the automotive industry. Around 700 companies work in the supplier industry.

suPPoRt

RESEARCH FINANCING /
FRAMEwORk CONDITIONS
A refined system of research funding, support through regional
business agencies and tax breaks form an excellent breeding ground
for companies with an affinity for research.

TRADITIONAL
AND MODERN
Austria is a country where culture
has a special importance and a rich
history. There is also a noteworthy
tradition in science.
The empress Maria Theresia left far more than
a new system of administration to posterity.
Together with her son, she also founded the
‘Vienna Medical School’, whose heritage can
be seen to this day. The construction of the
General Hospital (Allgemeines Krankenhaus)
not only established a comprehensive healthcare system, but also put medicine and its
sub-disciplines on a new scientiic basis. Famous names worked here, including the
founder of modern hygiene, Ignaz Semmelweis, and the world-class surgeon, Theodor
Billroth. Other Austrian physicians of worldrenown include Karl Landsteiner who discovered blood groups and Adolf Lorenz, the
founder of modern orthopaedics. Austria also
brought forth outstanding scientists come in
other areas such as Sigmund Freud, the father
of psychoanalysis, the Nobel Prize Laureates
Konrad Lorenz and Friedrich August Hayek,
Lise Meitner, who laid the basis for the use of
nuclear energy, and Erwin Schrödinger, the
founder of quantum mechanics – although after 1938 some of these scientists had to continue their research abroad. Those who enjoyed international reputation include the
founders of modern empirical social research,
Paul F. Lazarsfeld and Hedy Lamarr, without
whose interference-proof radio control there
would probably be no mobile telephones.
Today, it is the quantum physicists Anton Zeilinger and Peter Zoller or the geneticist Josef
Penninger who regularly draw worldwide attention to their scientiic indings.
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In Austria, innovative companies can make use of a support system that is recognised as a global model. The funding quota for company research projects
ranks at the top end of the international scale. With more than one third, the
public sector, in international comparison, supports a high proportion of the
total research and development expenditure. Similarly, in basic research and
tertiary education, the state also makes huge contributions. Thus the public
inancing share of universities of around 90 percent is far above the EU average.
Particularly in recent years it has been possible to interest an increasing number of companies for R&D so that the innovative base in Austria continues to
grow, which is also a result of the good framework conditions for businessoriented research in Austria. A reined system of research funding, support
through regional business agencies and tax breaks, such as the research bonus which was raised to ten percent in 2010, form an excellent breeding ground
and represent an important advantage for Austria as a business location.

ONE-STOP SHOPS
Austria supports the entire innovation process from basic research to founding
a company. Three agencies in particular are responsible: recently, the science
fund FWF made available almost EUR 200 million for basic research projects.
This was suficient to inance around 3,500 researchers. The Austrian Research Promotion Agency Forschungsförderungsgesellschaft – FFG) supports
industry-oriented research with an extensive programme of grants and services. Over EUR 400 million are invested annually for application-oriented
projects. The FFG offer ranges from ‘Entry’ programmes to the funding of large
excellence and competence centres. The Austrian Business Service (austria
wirtschaftsservice – aws) is the development bank of the Republic of Austria. It
offers low-interest loans, grants and guarantees to companies. It also provides
information, know-how, consultations and other services.

CONCENTRATED INNOVATIVE POwER
Examples of technological pioneers and world market leaders in Austria:
Agrana (fruit preparations, fruit juice concentrate) • AMAG (aluminium semi-manufactured products) • Andritz (plants for wood pulp
Paar GmbH (measuring and analytical equipment) • AT&S (printed circuit boards) • Atomic (skis) • AVL
(engine development) • Berndorf AG (toolmaking) • Blum (furniture ittings) • BWT (water technologies) • Doppelmayr
(cableways and transport systems) • Engel (plastic machinery) • FACC AG (aircraft components) • Fischer (skis and bindings) •
Frauenthal Holding AG (utility vehicle components) • Frequentis (security technology for airports), • Geislinger (clutches
for maritime engines) • Greenonetec (solar thermal collectors) • Inineon Technologies Austria AG (chip technologies) •
ISI (propellant gas capsules for food and car airbags) • Isosport (composite materials for skis and snowboards) • Isovolta (special ilms
for photovoltaic modules) • Jungbunzlauer (citric acid) • Kapsch TrafiCcom (fully electronic toll systems) • Keba (automation
solutions) • Knapp AG (warehouse logistics) • KTM (off-road motorcycles) • Lenzing (Lyocell ibres) • Liebherr (cooling
equipment, cranes) • Magna Powertrain (drive systems) • Mayr-Melnhof Karton AG (packaging) • MIBA AG (sintered
components, slide bearings) • OMV AG (crude oil exploration) • Ovotherm (transparent egg packaging) • Palinger (truck cranes) •
Pankl (precision parts for aviation and motor sports) • Pelzmann (pumpkin seed oil) • Plansee (high-performance metals) •
Pollmann (control units for sliding roofs) • RHI (ireproof materials) • Rosenbauer (special ire service vehicles) • Riegl Laser
Measurement Systems (measuring and scanner technology) • Schiebl (unmanned light systems) • SchoellerBleckmann Oilield (components for oilield development) • Siemens AG Österreich (transport technologies) • SKIDATA
AG (access systems) • Sunkid (lift facilities for children) • Swarovski (crystal products, optical equipment) • Teufelberger
(cables) • Tupack (packaging for cosmetic items) • voestalpine (steel products) • Wienerberger (building materials) •
Wintersteiger (machines for winter sports, sowers)
• Zizala (lighting systems for motor vehicles) • Zumtobel
and steel) • Anton

(electronic light technology)
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